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Symantec Endpoint
Encryption 11.3.0 Release
Notes

This document includes the following topics:

■ Symantec Endpoint Encryption documentation

■ What's new in Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0

■ Removed platforms

■ Fixed issues in Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0

■ System requirements

■ Installing Symantec Endpoint Encryption

■ Upgrading Symantec Endpoint Encryption

■ Known issues

Symantec Endpoint Encryption documentation
To access the latest version of the Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0 product documentation
and guides, see this Symantec Support Center article:

https://support.symantec.com/en_US/article.DOC11381.html

What's new in Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0
This section describes the new or changed features in this release.

https://support.symantec.com/en_US/article.DOC11381.html


Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Server
■ Increased system security with TLS 1.2 as the default option

TLS 1.2 is the default system communications protocol, improving security protection and
compliance. The weaker communications protocols and ciphers, TLS 1.0 and TLS 1.1, are
disabled by default in new installations of the Management Server. However, you can use
the toggle option Disable TLS 1.0 and TLS 1.1 to support your deployment if you require
backward compatibility for older clients.
The use of TLS 1.2 affects the list of supported operating systems and SQL Servers. See
the following references for updated requirements:

■ Symantec Endpoint Encryption Installation Guide
https://support.symantec.com/en_US/article.DOC9134.html

■ Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Server system requirements
http://www.symantec.com/docs/INFO5352

■ For SQL Server database authentication, web-based Help Desk Recovery console
can query AD for User Group association
For SQL Server authentication, you can modify the newWeb Application Identity setting
on the Database Configuration page to change the identity. Enter domain user credentials,
which the web-based Help Desk Recovery console uses to query Active Directory for User
Group association.

■ Support for Kerberos authentication to the web-based Help Desk Recovery console
A one-click login authentication method adds an alternative to the existing form-based
authentication method for the web-based Help Desk Recovery console. The use of a
Kerberos ticket addresses issues such as administrators who are issued CAC cards but
no passwords, or administrators attempting to launch a browser with a "run as" command
when their credentials are stored on a PIV card. To implement Kerberos, some setup and
configuration is required. For the console users, a new login option appears on the Sign
In page. Kerberos works for Windows and Mac, and can be configured during product
installation or upgrade.

■ Ability to clone native policies
Policy administrators can use the Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Console
to clone native policies. Native policy creation previously required an administrator to step
through all policies for a given Symantec Endpoint Encryption component, setting every
applicable option. An organization could have comparable endpoint groups, which required
an administrator to recreate similar but not identical policies. Cloning lets the administrator
preserve the original settings in a new policy, then quickly move through the options making
only minor adjustments for a rapid deployment.

■ Platform certifications

■ Added support for Microsoft Windows Server 2019 Datacenter.
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■ Added support for Microsoft Windows Server 2019 R2 Standard.

■ Added support for Microsoft SQL Server 2017 Enterprise.

Symantec Endpoint Encryption Client
■ Added support for JAWS 18 on Windows 10

Added support for JAWS (Job Access With Speech) 18 for Microsoft Windows 10, offering
screen-reader software related to Section 508 compliance. JAWS is enabled on the Client
Administrator Console and the Management Agent console for users.

■ Platform certifications

■ Added support for Microsoft Windows 10 May 2019 Update (version 1903).

Drive Encryption
■ Extension of client administrator rights to privileged users in AD by policy

An advanced setting lets policy administrators define a particular AD User Group as having
client administrator privileges. When users are associated with that User Group, they do
not need credentials to use the Client Administrator Console or the Drive Encryption
Administrator Command Line. These privileged users have the rights of a default client
administrator, who can manage users, disks, and client-server communication check-ins.
Additionally, these users can enable or disable Autologon. This Advanced Settings policy
can be enabled as an install setting, GPO, or native policy.

■ Ability to run Autologon commands without client administrator credentials
Autologon commands, which are frequently executed running scripts remotely, can now
be run without declared client administrator credentials. Instead, scripts running under a
local SYSTEM user account can execute without credentials sent in the clear, making the
script more secure. This feature is controlled by the Advanced Settings policy, managed
by policy administrators as an install setting, GPO, or native policy.

■ Protection against platform configuration changes
TPM adds an additional layer of security over Autologon functionality provided by Symantec
Drive Encryption. Using TPM and PCR configurations, you can harden your environments
by disabling Autologon if there are changes in the hardware/platform environment of the
computers. This can help guard against certain types of threats, such as moving disks from
one computer to another. The set of hardware and platform parameters that are monitored
depends on the PCRs configured in Symantec Drive Encryption. You can edit the default
configuration of these Platform Configuration Registers using an advanced setting. Use
caution if you change configurations; aggressive settings may result in Autologon
disablement. This Advanced Settings policy can be enabled as an install setting, GPO, or
native policy.

■ Seamless support for smart card rekey or replacement
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When a registered user receives a rekeyed or replaced smart card from theWindows token
administrator, the user no longer requires support to update their preboot Drive Encryption
smart card credentials. A successful Windows login with the new credentials triggers Drive
Encryption to recognize the change. Drive Encryption performs basic checks of the existing
user record for this AD user, then silently reregisters the user.

■ User Access Control (UAC) restriction for disk-access processes
The two user-mode applications that communicate with the disk encryption driver using
IOCTLs (input/output controls) are the Client Administrator Console and the Drive Encryption
Administrator Command Line. These applications were, therefore, susceptible to information
disclosure by privilege escalation. In Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3, these applications
require credentialed user access. For the console, a user must supplyWindows administrator
credentials to a User Account Control (UAC) prompt and, if presented with a login window,
further provide client administrator credentials.When a user attempts to launch the command
line, the user must similarly provide Windows administrator credentials to a UAC prompt
and as before, for most commands, provide client administrator credentials.

■ Recover data on a locked encrypted computer through slave drive recovery
You and client administrators can recover and copy data from a corrupted encrypted
computer by connecting the locked hard drive as a USB (slave drive) to another computer
with Drive Encryption installed.
Using this feature, you can do the following:

■ Gain access to data on the computers that cannot load the Windows operating system
and start properly

■ Restore the previous master boot record (MBR) of a client computer

■ Decrypt an encrypted drive using the administrator access credentials and recover data
from a locked client computer

■ Support for UEFI preboot - audio beeps
For section 508 compliance, users can hear audio beeps while navigating through the UEFI
preboot authentication screen. There are distinct audio beeps to report the ready, successful,
and fail statuses.

■ Support for UEFI preboot - help screen
The UEFI preboot help screen can now display the help content required to guide the user
through UEFI preboot during authentication. Also the UEFI client monitor help screen can
now display the help content required to guide the user through UEFI lockout screen.

Removable Media Encryption
■ Support for Removable Media Encryption - Specific Device Exclusion

The users can exempt a specific device from automatic encryption by specifying the device
serial number along with the Vendor ID and Product ID.
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Symantec Endpoint Encryption for FileVault
■ Automatic enablement of FileVault and automatic encryption on the disk of client

computer
You can configure the automatic FileVault encryption policy option so that when the
Symantec Endpoint Encryption for FileVault client is installed on a Mac system, the system
prompts for restart. Once the users log on to the system after restart, FileVault is enabled
and automatic encryption begins on the disk.
This policy option is available for install-time and native policies.

■ Autologon for FileVault
When you configure the Autologon FileVault policy option and provision FileVault user
account credentials from the server, FileVault users can bypass preboot authentication
screen.
This policy option is available for install-time and native policies.

■ FileVault user management
You can enter credentials of a pre-provisioned FileVault user with administrator privileges
through the FileVault policy options so that FileVault users can be added seamlessly on a
Mac system. This is applicable for users added on a Mac system with macOS High Sierra
(10.13.x) (with APFS) or later installed. Once the FileVault users are added to the system,
their Secure Token is also enabled. Previously, users were required to contact the
administrator to enable Secure Token for their account.

■ Support for manual Check in button
The users can click the Check in button so that the client computer attempts to connect
to Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Server. When the client-server
communication is successful, the native policy is applied on the client and the client status
is sent to the server. Previously, the client status was sent to the server only at a regular
interval as per the configured client-server communication policy.

Removed platforms
Table 1-1 Removed platforms in Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0

DescriptionPlatform

All versions are removed for Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management
Server and Management Console.

Microsoft Windows
Server 2008 R2

All versions are removed for Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management
Server and Management Console.

Microsoft Windows 7
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Table 1-1 Removed platforms in Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0 (continued)

DescriptionPlatform

The following versions are removed for Symantec Endpoint Encryption
Management Server and Management Console as these versions do not
support TLS 1.2:

■ SQL Server 2012 Enterprise, SP1 (64-bit)
■ SQL Server 2012 Standard, SP1 (64-bit)
■ SQL Server 2012 Express with Advanced Services, SP1 (64-bit)
■ SQL Server 2014 Express with Advanced Services (64-bit)

SQL Server 2012, 2014

All versions are removed for Symantec Endpoint Encryption for FileVault client.macOS 10.11.x

All versions are removed for Removable Media Access Utility.macOS 10.9.x, 10.10.x,
10.11.x

Fixed issues in Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0
This section describes the fixed issues in this release.

Table 1-2 Issues fixed in Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0

DescriptionIssue ID

An encrypted systemwithWindows 10 RS3 and Symantec Endpoint Encryption
client installed resumes normally from hibernation or shutdown.

4161934, 4167149

When an administrator issues the Encrypt All Drives server-based
command from the Management Console, secondary drives on the targeted
client computers are now encrypted.

4168848

Selecting a token authentication method--such as "PIV" or "None"--is no longer
required to install the Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Server.

4183469

If encryption is started on the boot partition, either manually or using
auto-encryption, when a user logs off then logs on, they are now registered.

4203568

Default logging at the ERROR level is now enabled for Symantec Endpoint
Encryption web-based Help Desk Recovery console, for installation or upgrade.

4220630

If Autologon is enabled on an earlier version of Symantec Endpoint Encryption
and then the version is upgraded to 11.2.0 or greater, Autologon continues to
be enabled.

4227494

If an encryption policy fails to execute on a disk that is encrypted by BitLocker,
the user log now contains an explicit message.

4235793
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System requirements
For details about the system requirements for Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0, see the
following Symantec Support Center articles:

■ Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Server system requirements:
http://www.symantec.com/docs/INFO5352

■ Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Console system requirements:
http://www.symantec.com/docs/INFO5353

■ Symantec Endpoint Encryption Client system requirements:
http://www.symantec.com/docs/INFO5354

Installing Symantec Endpoint Encryption
For instructions about installing Symantec Endpoint Encryption, see the Symantec Endpoint
Encryption Installation Guide.

Upgrading Symantec Endpoint Encryption
For instructions about upgrading Symantec Endpoint Encryption, see the Symantec Endpoint
Encryption Upgrade Guide.

Known issues
Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.3.0 contains the following known issues.

Installing and uninstalling Symantec Endpoint Encryption components
■ Custom installation path ignored for Windows Password Reset Utility: If you specify

a custom installation path for the Windows Password Reset Utility, the utility is installed at
the default location instead of the custom location. This is the expected behavior. [3933070]

Upgrading
■ Upgrade to Windows 10 May 2019 Update (version 1903) may fail on some systems:

A small number of Symantec Endpoint Encryption-encrypted systems may intermittently
fail to upgrade toWindows 10May 2019 Update (version 1903) and rollback to the previously
installed version of Windows 10. [4239754]
Workaround: To resolve this issue, repeat the Windows upgrade process.

■ After upgrading to Windows 10, client systems cannot hibernate: The hibernation
feature in Windows no longer works on the systems that are upgraded from Windows 7 to
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Windows 10 Anniversary Update. The affected systems shut down completely instead of
entering hibernation mode. [3991167]
To resolve the hibernation issue, follow the workaround steps mentioned in Upgrading
Encrypted Computers to theWindows 10 Anniversary Update or Later from Earlier Versions
of Windows with Symantec Endpoint Encryption.

■ After upgrading, single sign-on does not work: When you upgrade clients fromSymantec
Endpoint Encryption 11.0.x to 11.3.0, and the single sign-on policy is enabled, single sign-on
does not work after the first restart. The user authenticates to preboot, then authenticates
again to Windows. After the system is restarted again, single sign-on works correctly.
[3866712]

■ After upgrading, communication and functional issues occur when Management
Console is on the Symantec Endpoint Encryption client: After upgrading a Symantec
Endpoint Encryption client to version 11.3.0 with the Management Console present, the
client can no longer communicate with the server. The client also is not able to perform
any functions, including decrypting the disk, changing passwords, and so on. [3899327,
3900084]
To resolve this issue, upgrade the components sequentially:
1. Upgrade the Management Console to version 11.3.0.
2. Upgrade the client to version 11.3.0.

■ Error while upgrading the Autologon snap-in and the Windows Password Reset
snap-in:When you attempt to upgrade the Autologon and Windows Password Reset
snap-ins of the Management Console, the following error message is displayed after you
input the database administrator credentials:
Unable to fetch AD user groups.
Workaround: Disregard this error message as it does not prevent the upgrade from
completing successfully. Click OK to dismiss the error message and continue the upgrade
process. [4152288]

■ While upgrading the Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Server and the
Autologon utility, administrator must authenticate to the SQL database for each
component: An administrator must authenticate twice to the SQL database during
upgrade--once for the Management Server and once for Autologon--even though a single
authentication is sufficient. [4237209]

Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management Server
■ Users' groups cannot be viewed while configuring server roles in a multi-domain

set-up: If your organization uses Symantec Endpoint Encryption across multiple domains
when you attempt to configure server roles for individual users, no users groups are
displayed when you click Show Groups on the Select User page of the Add Users /
Groups wizard. [4151095]
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■ Group members cannot be viewed while configuring server roles in a multi-domain
set-up: If your organization uses Symantec Endpoint Encryption across multiple domains,
when you attempt to configure server roles for groups, no group members are displayed
when you click ShowUsers on the Select Group page of theAdd Users / Groups wizard.
[4151096]

■ Kerberos authentication not supported for token-based users on Mac computers:
Kerberos authentication to the web-based Help Desk Recovery console is not supported
if the endpoint is a Mac computer with a user logging in with a smart card. [4235216]

Help Desk Recovery
■ The web-based Help Desk Recovery console shows a blank response key when

accessed using Internet Explorer 11 on a Windows Server 2016 or 2019 system:
When you provide a computer name and a sequence number for unlocking a locked client
computer through the Symantec Endpoint Encryption web-based Help Desk Recovery
console using Internet Explorer 11, the response key is blank. Note that Internet Explorer
11 is the default browser on Windows Server 2016 and 2019. Therefore, if you open this
web-based console by clicking the link from the Symantec Endpoint EncryptionManagement
Server that is installed on Windows Server 2016 or 2019, this issue occurs. [4106985,
4237207]
Workaround: To resolve this issue, open the Symantec Endpoint Encryption web-based
Help Desk Recovery console using these alternative browsers: Google Chrome, Microsoft
Edge, or Mozilla Firefox. Now you can view the response key and unlock the locked client
computer.

■ On the top-right corner of the web-based Help Desk Recovery console home page, when
you click the down arrow, you might need to click more than once to open the drop-down
menu or select an option. To prevent this issue, click directly on the options available in
the drop-down menu. [4015470]

■ Depending on your browser, password prompts are displayed while you use the web-based
Help Desk Recovery console. To work around this issue, click Do not remember; you are
not prompted again during the current session. [4019613]

Drive Encryption
■ Opal v2-compliant eDrive is software-encrypted after installing Windows 10 May

2019 Update (version 1903): On a client with an Opal v2-compliant eDrive, if Windows
10 May 2019 Update (version 1903) is installed and then Drive Encryption, the partitions
are automatically software-encrypted rather than hardware-encrypted. [4240127]

■ Recovery system hangs if slave drive is connected and you restart, hibernate, or
shut down the system: If a user connects an unauthenticated slave drive to a recovery
system for recovery, and either restarts, hibernates, or shuts down the recovery system,
then the system hangs. [4232326]
Workaround: Perform the following steps to resolve this issue:
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■ Eject the slave drive from the recovery system.

■ Manually restart the recovery system.

■ Log on to the recovery system and connect the slave drive again to the recovery system.

■ Slave drive recovery is not supported on Symantec Disk Recovery Utility: You or the
client administrators cannot recover a corrupted encrypted computer through the slave
drive recovery feature using Symantec Disk Recovery Utility. However, you can recover
the corrupted computer through the slave drive recovery feature using the command-line
interface. [4233688]

■ UEFI - audio beeps not supported for Microsoft Surface Pro systems: The UEFI -
audio beeps feature is not supported on Microsoft Surface Pro 3, 4, and 5 systems.
[4220120]

■ Windows 10 RS3 workgroup computers cannot authenticate at preboot or single
sign-on may not work:Windows 10 RS3 workgroup computers cannot authenticate at
preboot, or single sign-on may not work even when the single sign-on policy is enabled.
[4128780, 4128783]
Workaround: To resolve this issue, perform either of the following workaround steps before
Symantec Endpoint Encryption auto-encryption begins. It is recommended that you perform
either of these steps before installing the Symantec Endpoint Encryption product:

■ Disable the setting:Windows Settings->Accounts->Sign-in options->Privacy->Use
my sign in info to automatically finish setting up my device after an update or
restart.
Refer to the following Microsoft article to disable the above setting:
Winlogon Automatic Restart Sign-On (ARSO)

■ Or, create the following registry:
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System]

DisableAutomaticRestartSignOn=dword:1

Note: If you did not perform either of the workaround steps before encrypting your client
computer, then you need to disable the setting:WindowsSettings->Accounts->Sign-in
options->Privacy->Usemy sign in info to automatically finish setting upmy device
after an update or restart, and restart the client twice.

■ UEFI preboot customization not supported for Opal v2-compliant disks: If you specify
the UEFI preboot customization policy for the Opal v2-compliant disks, the customized
images in the preboot splash and logon screens revert to the default SEE screens. The
customized UEFI images are not applied on the preboot splash and login screens for these
disks. [4081515]
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■ Microsoft Surface Pro 3 systems becomes unresponsive after disconnecting and
reconnecting physical keyboards at preboot: On Microsoft Surface Pro 3 systems, if
users disconnect and then reconnect a physical keyboard while using the virtual keyboard
to enter their login details, the system becomes unresponsive and neither keyboard can
be used to complete preboot authentication.
Workaround: Do not connect or disconnect a physical keyboard during the proboot
authentication process. [3970715]

■ Lack of detailed error logs from Command Line for WinPE: Administrator Command
Line does not generate a detailed log report of errors that occur during a Windows
Preinstallation Environment recovery operation.
Workaround: To enable Administrator Command Line to generate detailed log reports,
include the EEMALoggerDll.dll file in your Windows Preinstallation Environment. The
EEMALoggerDll.dll file is available from the Symantec Endpoint Encryption Management
Agent installation directory. [3926969]

■ Cannot use WinPE to authenticate nor decrypt if user and admin records are
corrupted: If user and administrator records are corrupted, the WinPE recovery tool does
not enable authentication or decryption.
Workaround: In WinPE mode run the following command, which accesses a secondary
file system, allowing you to decrypt the disk with admin credentials [3875066]:
eedAdmincli --switch-bgfs --au <admin> --ap <admin pswd>

■ Verifying token user crashes the Command Line:When a client administrator uses the
Administrator Command Line to verify a token-based user, the command-line crashes.
[3935834]

■ Windows Password Reset using Help Desk Recovery fails after upgrading Windows
on UEFI systems: After upgrading to Windows 8.1 (64-bit) or Windows 10 (64-bit) on client
computers running in UEFI mode, users who attempt to reset their Windows password
using the Help Desk Recovery feature are directed to the Windows logon screen instead
of the password reset screen.
Workaround:Have your users contact your organization's Help Desk to reset their Windows
password. [3937050]

■ Windows Password Reset fails after upgrading Windows on BIOS systems: After
upgrading to Windows 10 on client computers running in BIOS mode, users who attempt
to reset their Windows password using either Drive Encryption Self-Recovery or Help Desk
Recovery are directed to the Windows logon screen instead of the password reset screen.
Workaround:Have your users contact your organization's Help Desk to reset their Windows
Password. [3940278]

■ Windows delay after upgrading from v 11.1.0 to 11.3.0 on hardware-encrypted Opal
v2-compliant drive: An Opal v2-compliant drive that is hardware-encrypted, which is
upgraded from version 11.1.0 to version 11.3.0, can take eight minutes or more to provide
a Windows logon prompt (or boot to Windows if single sign-on is enabled).
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Workaround:Restart the client twice after upgrade. The lapse time from preboot toWindows
is normal. [3939126]

■ Command Line displays incorrect status for Opal v2-compliant drive if process is
software encryption: The output for the Administrator Command Line --encrypt command
states that the drive is being hardware encrypted, even if it is being software encrypted
instead, due to a determination that the Opal drive is invalid. [3884374]

■ Opal v2-compliant drive corruption occurs from early restart or shutdown:On a client
with an Opal v2-compliant drive, if the user restarts or shuts down the system while the
disk is being instrumented, unrecoverable disk corruption may occur. The user should wait
for an "encryption is complete" message before restarting or shutting down the system.
[3873728]

■ Opal v2-compliant drive is software encrypted for MSR/EFI data partitions mounted
on Windows: On a client with an Opal v2-compliant drive, if MSR/EFI data partitions are
mounted onWindows, the partitions are software-encrypted rather than hardware-encrypted.
[3919690]

■ Lenovo Yoga series convertible with Opal v2-compliant non-eDrive resumes from
sleep with a blue-screen error:When a Lenovo Yoga series convertible with a
hardware-encrypted Opal v2-compliant non-eDrive resumes from sleep, a blue screen
error occurs. [3943818]

■ Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga system with Opal v2-compliant non-eDrive resumes from
restart with error message:A Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga system with a hardware-encrypted
Opal v2-compliant non-eDrive displays an error message when restarted from hibernation
or shutdown. The message is related to the default boot device missing or the boot having
failed. [3943835]

■ Hardware-encryptedOpal v2-compliant eDrive is software encrypted following system
upgrade and disk decryption: If a system running Symantec Endpoint Encryption 11.1.0
has a hardware-encrypted Opal v2-compliant eDrive, and then is upgraded to version
11.1.1 or later, after decryption, the drive is re-encrypted with software encryption rather
than hardware encryption. [4004447]

■ InterruptingOpal v2-compliant drive preparation: If you have enabled the Self-Encrypting
Drives policy to support hardware encryption of your Opal v2-compliant drives, Drive
Encryption first prepares the drives with instrumentation and provisioning. If a user interrupts
the Drive Encryption preparation of an Opal v2-compliant drive, the Microsoft Boot Options
screen may appear with a ‘Boot failure’ message.
Hardware encryption is nearly instantaneous, but drive preparation takes time. The process
often takes only a fewminutes, but sometimes can take up to 25 minutes on older hardware.
While this preparation process takes place, the user is shown a message warning them
that they must not turn off the computer. They are notified when the process completes.
Having the user follow this instruction is crucial. If a user turns off or restarts their computer,
the interruption can leave Drive Encryption in an unknown state.
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If the user receives the Boot Options menu, the user should not select any of the options,
but should notify their help desk. You may need to call Symantec support. [3870606]

■ Modifying partitions on encrypted disks causes data loss after disk decryption or
client upgrades: If users modify disk partitions after the Drive Encryption feature is installed,
data loss occurs and the partitions become RAW when:

■ The disk is decrypted

■ The Symantec Endpoint Encryption client software is upgraded to version 11.1.x
Workaround: Before you modify the disk partitions or upgrade the client software, make
sure to back up the data on the disk partitions before decrypting the disk or upgrading the
client software. [3942719]

■ Single Sign-On fails when using third-party software for smart card-based
authentication alongside Symantec Endpoint Encryption: The Single Sign-On feature
might not work correctly if a third-party application is used to sign in to Windows using a
smart card on the same computer that has the Symantec Endpoint Encryption client installed.
[4143127]

■ User registered for both password and token authentication is prompted twice to
configure Drive Encryption Self-Recovery (DESR): If an installation allows both password
and token authentication, during auto-registration for one method, the user is prompted to
configure Self-Recovery. If the user defers, then logs in using the other method, the user
is now prompted twice to configure Self-Recovery, once for password and once for PIN.
This second prompt occurs, even if the user configures DESR once. Only one set of DESR
questions and answers is required for a user; however, no product functionality is affected.
[4229428]

Note:The user should use the same set of questions and answers during both configurations
to reduce confusion during recovery.

Management Agent (client console)
■ User can launch multiple Drive Encryption Self-Recovery (DESR) configuration

wizards by clicking button multiple times: A user on the Management Agent client
console can go to the Self-Recovery tab under Internal Drives and click Continuemultiple
times. Multiple wizards appear. However, product functionality is not affected. [4218967]

■ JAWS 18 narration issues occur on multiple screens in Windows 10: JAWS 18 is
supported in version 11.3 on the Client Administrator Console and Management Agent
console for users. However, JAWS 18 has technical issues that cannot be addressed by
Symantec Endpoint Encryption. The most persistent issue is that some text is read multiple
times. Occasionally, focus is on the wrong field. Resolution of these issues requires working
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with Freedom Scientific, the vendor for the JAWS 18 version of JAWS for Windows.
[4237332]

Symantec Endpoint Encryption for BitLocker
■ Cannot unlock a Surface Pro 4 system with Symantec Endpoint Encryption for

BitLocker installed and running Windows 10 Creators Update:When a Surface Pro 4
system with Symantec Endpoint Encryption for BitLocker installed and running Windows
10 Creators Update is not able to communicate with the server, it locks. A BitLocker screen
that differs from the regular BitLocker Recovery screen appears. This BitLocker screen
does not contain the BitLocker Recovery Key ID in the format that the Help desk requires
to unlock the system. [4110483]

■ BitLocker hardware encryption is not activated on Windows 10 November Update
systems with Microsoft eDrives present: BitLocker hardware encryption is not activated
on systems having Windows 10 November Update with the Microsoft eDrives present.
[3967111]
Workaround: Ensure that you install the latest Windows Update as described on the
Microsoft site.

Removable Media Encryption
■ Incompatibility with RemovableMedia Encryptionwhen the Controlled Folder Access

feature of Windows 10 RS3 or later is enabled:
OnWindows 10 RS3 or later client computers running Removable Media Encryption, when
the Controlled Folder Access feature is enabled, Removable Media Encryption does not
work as expected. [4211865]
Workaround: Disable the Controlled Folder Access feature to use Removable Media
Encryption.

Symantec Endpoint Encryption for FileVault
■ User keeps getting prompt for password while migration due to unavailability of

network:While a user migrates the data recovery management and if personal recovery
key (PRK) is not successfully sent to the server due to unavailability of network, the user
is prompted for password after every one hour, when the user logs on or logs out, or restarts
a Mac system. [4238752]
Workaround: Once the network is established and the PRK is sent to the server, then the
user is not prompted for password again.
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